REPORT OF FACULTY COMMITTEE RESTATES PURPOSES OF HONOR SYSTEM OF STUDY INITIATED LAST YEAR

With the beginning of studies last fall several students in the College elected to take "Honors Work." Although a year has passed since the inauguration of this experiment at Kenyon, it is realized by all that a considerable amount of ground has been covered and there is a general satisfaction among the students, as well as the faculty, with the type of work that has been turned in. The faculty has continued from point to point in a correct and stimulating way. The success achieved, a committee was appointed composed of faculty members interested in conducting the study of the system. Since many men are about to complete a new field of work and are desirous to take honors work, it is deemed advisable to make clear at this time the faculty's intentions.

"In many respects the aims of the honors plan are not new to the academic world. In the case of the student who has shown the desire and has achieved the ability to concentrate upon a subject that requires the average student or was capable of showing the average student, has been given an opportunity to fulfill these plans. The highlights of this experiment are that the majority of the students, when given the chance, have shown themselves. The more successful students in the experiment are those who have had the desire to do good work and to have the desire to learn as much as possible in the course of the experiment. A student who has a genuine desire to learn is in reality the only type of student who is capable of being successful in his study of the subject. The purpose of the honors work is to challenge the student to take a serious interest in his work and to continually push his study to the limit of his ability. It is designed to give the student a sense of achievement and a feeling of being successful in his studies."

BOY SCOUT BOB

"Two things that the student body did give in the "Eyes" is busy start of the season were that a fire that was that...? Help!... Help!... Help!... Showing... and the only fire that was out in the sight... The learned doctors "shopped" once, and took a deep breath... He gripped his sturdy umbrella in one hand and his shoes in another... Help!... Help! He trembled but "Camped" out of his door and up to Nu Pl Kapp Hall from the sounds seemed to lessen... Alas!... With the culprit, the silly blackguard! Has opened the door, he was meaning to be in receipt of..."
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**THE OTHER SIDE**

...Chin, or somewhere to vote on all issues which might arise. The Committee was established to handle the student's financial problems and make it easier for them to raise the money they need for the coming months.

We requested a bonus of $100 each, which, if passed, would restore the Collegian salaries to the amount which editors and business managers have received for the past six or eight years. The bonus idea was acceptable for a small salary at the time. Committee members felt that this was one way to reward a good job and not just a poor one.

Committee members considered the proposition, thought it a reasonable amount, and passed it.

Here are a few reasons why we think the effort will be awarded and esteemed:

1. We gave Kenyon a weekly newspaper for the first time in the history of the college. In doing so, more effort was required and at any time beforehand.

2. We made money by building up membership, and our efforts paid off. The work was efficient and beneficial management. Mr. Neff badly states that money is relatively unimportant in this sort of work, but we are inclined to think that it's a damned good thing. We will leave that to the Committee.

3. We believe that for the first time in many years, a newspaper will be published by the students who have been published. (A Kenyon alumni, now a professional newspaper man, called it the best Collegian in 18 years.)

The news is exciting and students may think that the body of this is not exciting but that's the case.

The money we have been awarded is for a small salary at the time. As we had lost money, we should not have asked for a bonus. That's where the incentive comes in.

Neff practices at a great length about honor, glory, personal freedom, heterogenous patterns, and thousands of dollars (see footnote) standing around on balconies saying yes or no. The application is a bit hard to grasp, but we, who have worked daily, who have regularly sacrificed, who have spent our time in a sort of printing shop, tend to minimize the importance of glory, honor, dollars (see note) and rather tend to believe that you've got a better chance of getting a material reward for good work. After all, we are not entirely isolated from the outside world. If we didn't think that we can think of a bunch, do or don't honor and our civilization has taught us that when we do a good job we should expect some reward.

Mr. Neff wants to see the newsman get engaged and make a career of it. After all, we're all college, clean-cut American kids and a helter-skelter bunch of a lot of our buds, a lot of our friends, and we have a college to go to.

Let's get down to earth, John, what do you say? Our duties have been hard work, we've made money, we've put in a better than ordinary newspaper and we think the students deserve a small part of our own money.

We've asked for it in an open and honest fashion, contrary to what Mr. Hilda would have you believe, and that's about all there is to it.

And if so, please don't worry too much about your personal freedom and moral sensibilities. We think you'll take

**TIME MARCHES ON**

**F. H. BOYER**

Seymour Aged Years ago there was much ado about the closing of the school, or certain ad infinitum. We had been a Kenyon man's personal characteristic, for an editorial article upon which it was once synonymous with tradition. That is all. There was little more. Whether or not it was an event, there was no news. That, until that particular time there was a little bit of doubt, whatever it was that was the news.

We can understand a good job and not just a poor one.
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**THE COLLEGIAN PLATFORM**

1. The cleaning up of college elections.
2. A more effective method of rushing.
3. Establishment of awards for scholastic achievement.
4. Continuance of the honors system.
5. More complete use of Pearce Hall.

**THE WEEKLY NEWS**

...thirty at last, Mt. Vernon. The man belonged to a crowd called the "student newspaper." I haven't figured out the history of this name, but the man himself was once attacked because they "liked the newspaper as a part of the college life that was not susceptible to the Paskissians." An editorial that at the end of the article stated, "The whole affair was enjoyed by the college," sounds like a great deal of it. (F. R. Mehler) to see.

Tenth Years Ago, a very successful editorial appeared in the Collegian. The lines which I am about to quote might even for the coming election at this last date. There are some three hundred and forty five at Kenyon. You, but it would seem that there are not two hundred and forty Kenyon men.

Eleven Years Ago, I found some pieces which might seem some inter- est among readers today, at any rate. They represented exactly what they were worth.

"Lack to be like, and this makes a college boy sleep well.

"I want to be one, and this makes a college boy sleep well.

"O Meat! Lost beauty, the loss of all beauty,"

Of now let's try indeed but fairly suggested. That act dog seems for more likely effect but dog would surely come to an end.

**McMILLEN AND CO.**

Knox County's Sport Center

**BILLY BURKE GOLF BALLS**

3 for $1.25

**BURKE HI-SPEED GOLF BALLS**

3 for $1.80

10 S. MAIN ST.

Blackwell's Bakery

Phone 494

Call in your special orders

Fancy Cakes and Rolls

216 S. Main St.

Sheild Gas

16% Pennzol

Shaffer's Garage

Benzol Gas

Phone 131

Gambier, Ohio

For the

BEST BEER

and

SANDWICHES

ELKS GRILL

Mt. Vernon

Court cards issued to Kenyon men. Ask at Elks Club about the cards.

Not a public place.

**Kenyon College Coffee Shop**

OWNED AND OPERATED BY KENYON UNIVERSITY FOR KENYON MEN

A Full Line of Sandwiches

CIGARETTES — Tobacco and Candy

BASEMENT. FEE BLEECE HALL.

Compliments of

FRED MINNICK

Dentist

7 S. High St.

Mt. Vernon

Phone 153
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SPRING FEVER makes digging into studies all the harder—mental tension is heavy. But Camel's help. They add much to the enjoyment of life. Camel's are a 'lift'—and never set on your nerves.

LOCAL NETTERS ADD TWO MORE SCALPS

Kenyon, nettles, after losing Monday 0-2 in Wuestow, came back Thursday and Wednesday to victor over Hackett (5-3) and Ashland (7-3). In the Wednesday game, all of the double matches were won. Kenyon leads the singles matches as well.

MIRANDOLINA

Continued from Page One

some day to his peak. Then how proud will Kenyon be of the honor of producing one of his players!

Let Dr. Black speak to you in a grand finale: "I was all the members of the college, the faculty, and friends of the college to attend our final production. It is by far the most finished and the most enjoyable performance to be presented at this time. We bid you well come... Thank you, Dr. Black. And to this day we add: If the current rumors are accurate, you had better be on time, as the production staff has already planned three "Standing Room Only" signs to inform the three entrances!

One of life's most enjoyable experiences is the pleasure Camel's add to eating

You have surely noticed how much more you enjoy eating when your mind is free from care. No mental strain or hurry slows down the natural flow of digestive fluids. Much of this same enjoyment is yours when you smoke Camel's. Smoking Camel's increases the supply of alkaline digestive fluids... so necessary for zest while you eat and for digestive well-being afterward.

In Camel's, you find tobacco at once rich, mild, and perfect in taste. Camel's set you right! They give you a cheery "lift." And never jangle your nerves or tire your taste.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

Camel's are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO—Turkish and Domestic—than any other popular brand.

FINISHED STEAKS

DAN EMMETT GRILL

Hotel Curtis

Scotch and Soda 20¢
Cocktail Hour: 5 to 6
All Cocktails 20¢

SAM W. GERSTNER, Owner.

GRACE MATRIS, Mgr.

R. V. HEADINGTON

SUPER SERVICE STATION

LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIME REPAIRING

Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Linko Batteries

Linco Tires and Tubes
LATE BULLETIN

Kenyon's track team lost to Oberlin at Waverly last year by a narrow margin of some eight points. The meet was cut off to a downgrade, but the track didn't quite get easy enough for the Soon middlers. Rodney Boone led the heroes with firsts in the mile and half mile. Langmeyer took Kenyon's only other first in the discus throw.

Other point scorers were Hec on, Kirlin, Davis, Samson, Dittmar, Mlinar, Clark and Underdridge.

Some other events were held on, Friday, Davis, Samson, Dittmar, Mlinar, Clark and Underdridge.

STAR SHOE SHOP

We pay top prices for men's used suits, shoes and hats.

35 E. Gambier St. Mt. Vernon, Ohio

PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE

The Best in Foods

135-137 South Main St. Mt. Vernon, Ohio

SOME EXCEPTIONAL VALUES IN USED CARS

A fine assortment to select from, low down payments and low G. M. A. C. Plan.

HARRIS MOTOR SALES

Phone 222

No. 6 N. Mechanic St.

VISIT OUR SPORTING GOODS DEPT.

Baseballs Gloves Bats

Syracuse Football Tennis Racquets

Fishing Tackle

G. R. SMITH & CO.

Hardware

HARRY A. BLUE

A. A. A. GARAGE SERVICE

Towing Service, Day or Night

Specialized Motor and Carburetor Service

11 South Mulberry

OL' JUDGE ROBBINS

THE STORY OF THE BRIAR PIPE

JUDGE, SOME OF THE PIPES IN YOUR COLLECTION ARE AS BEAUTIFUL AS YOUR DAUGHTER BUT AFTER LOOKING AT THEM ONE LAST TIME I'LL STICK TO MY OLD BRIAR PIPE.

IN SOA YOUNG FRENCHMAN, MADAME SABOT, REGARDED THE AUTHOR OF THE PRIZE PIPES OF BROOKLYN WITH DISREGARD.

R. S. V. P.

We're inviting you to make Prince Albert. If you don't say it's smoking tobacco at its best—we'll accept your regrets, and your smokes will be on us. But when you learn how much cooler and sweeter P. A. 's "smoking" takes is that Prince Albert doesn't bite the tongue—well, we take the risk on regrets. Read our offer below.

NOW TRY THIS PRINCELY SMOKE AT OUR RISK

Smoke 25 fragrant puffs of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the packet with the stub of the tobacco in it to our nearest branch store, and we will refund full purchase price plus postage.

(Signed) R. J. F., Manager

TOBACCO COMPANY

Winter-Stiles, North Carolina

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

AT THE SIGN OF THE PURE SEAL

Tobacco Motor Oil, Purse Gasolines, Lubrication, Tires, Tubes and Accessories

THE PURE OIL SERVICE STATION

Corner Main St. and Ohio Ave.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Phone 156

PASTEURIZED MILK

Ice Cream

Creamery Butter

Selected Eggs

Dressed Poultry

JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Phone 34 and 35

Poultry House Phone 33

You, Too, Can be

Smartly Dressed

For SPRING

if you wear

ARROW-ESSLEY or

ELDER SHIRTS

Arrow Ties . . . and . . . Interwoven Hose

THE DOWDS RUDIN CO.

KNOX COUNTY'S GREATEST STORE

211 S. Main St.

Mt. Vernon, O.